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Summer Reading Assignment for incoming 6th Graders - September 2020 

 

Your summer task is to READ and RESPOND to two age appropriate titles; one fiction and one                 

nonfiction; biography. The fiction title should be a full chapter book, not a novel previously               

read in class. Reading an e book is strongly recommended especially in the biography genre.               

You should check the Tighe Media Center website for book recommendations. As Margate             

Public Library patrons you may access free e books via their website such as Tumble Book                

Cloud. Your responses should be keyboarded in the requested format and submitted to             

6media@margateschools.org by, September 11, 2020.  

 

Google Directions:  

1. Login in to your school Google Account – Go to your Google Drive. 

2. Make a copy of this “shared” document and name it “summer.reading.20”  
3. Input your answers. Print and share with 6media@margateschools.org. Bring a printed           

copy to Ms. Chauncey Fitzgerald, Media Specialist, in the Becker Media Center the first              
week of school.  

 
****************************************************************************** 
Fiction Genre:  Format – Keyboarded in Google Docs  
 

1. Title and Author of book:  

2. What genre is your book? (Mystery, Historical, Realistic, Science Fiction, Adventure,           

Fantasy, or other?)  

3. What format is your book? (e book or printed)  What is your opinion of this format?  

4. Describe in complete sentences the main character. Include age, physical appearance,           

and character traits. Physical appearance describes what your character looks like.           

Character traits can include how your character acts or not such as respectful, and              

responsible and/or disrespectful and irresponsible.  
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5. Describe in complete sentences how you are like the main character. For example, are              

you the same age? Have you experienced similar problems? Do you have comparable             

friends or live in the same type of setting?  How are you unlike the main character? 

6. In complete sentences describe the setting (where and when) of this story. Was it hard               

for you to visualize the story’s setting? If so what resources did you use to help you                 

form a mental picture of where the story takes place?  

7. In complete sentences describe the problem or conflict the main character had in this              

story.  Were there different ways the main character could solve the problem?  

8. In complete sentences describe the resolution or solution to the problem or conflict in              

this story. What character resolved the problem in this story? Describe him/her if not              

the main character. In your opinion, do you agree with the problem solver’s actions?              

Explain your answer. 

9. Was the story’s ending predictable or were you surprised by the ending? Explain your              

answer.  

10. Would you recommend this book to your classmates? In complete sentences state why/why             

not. 

Biography Genre:  Format – Keyboarded in Google Docs 

A BIOGRAPHY or AUTOBIOGRAPHY is a nonfiction story about a real person from the past or present                 

time. Your subject should be considered a HERO/HEROINE or person to be admired for their actions                

and character traits such as being respectful, responsible, trustworthy, courageous, caring, fair,            

persevering, and/or a good citizen.  

1. Title and Author of book:  

2. What genre is your book? (Biography or Autobiography) What format is your book? (e              

book or printed)  What is your opinion of this format?  

3. In complete sentences describe the subject of your title. Who is he/she? Where and              

when were they born?  Are they still alive?  If so, what is their modern day life like?  

4. In complete sentences explain your person’s major accomplishment. Is your person           

famous for this accomplishment or still relatively unknown? 

5. In complete sentences describe the experience that influenced your person’s          

achievement. (An example is Rosa Parks who grew up in the segregated South and              



learned at a very early age about racial prejudice. This inspired Rosa to peacefully              

advocate for freedom and equality for all.)  

6. Did your person set life goals? Explain in complete sentences what goals they set, what               

obstacles they encountered, and how they finally achieved these goals.  

7. A role model is a person whose behavior or actions you admire. In complete sentences               

describe why you think your person is a role model. If you do not admire their behavior                 

or actions explain why not.  

8. If you could meet this person face to face in the present time, what question would you                 

ask him or her?  Explain your reason for this inquiry in complete sentences.  

***************************************************************************** 

Just a reminder: Your responses should be keyboarded in the requested format and “shared”              

to 6media@margateschools.org by, September 11, 2020. Printed documents should be given           

to Ms. Chauncey Fitzgerald, Tighe Media Specialist, in the Becker Media Center by the due date.  

 

Happy Summer Reading! 

Questions, comments, concerns? 

Please email Ms. Fitzgerald: cfitzgerald@margateschools.org. 
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